LCCA TRAIN TALK #27"The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet"

Q1 What resolutions have you made for
your participation in LCCA activities and for
your enjoyment of our hobby in general?
Humorous, serious, emotional or coldly
rational, share your plans, intentions, and
dreams with your fellow club members.
Answered: 12

Skipped: 1
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Make resolutions? Me? Not in this lifetime! I have absolutely not a single plan, goal, objective, or dream and can think of nothing whatsoever to

33.33%

4

66.67%

8

share with my fellow club members. (Aw, come on, now. Are you SURE you want to select this response?)
Okay, here we go. My club/train/hobby resolutions, goals, and plans for 2016 are about to get typed into the box below.
Total

12

#

My hobby plans (or hopes) for 2016:

Date

1

Finish the Lionel projects I have previously started, and maybe find a few more this year !

1/30/2016 4:46 PM

2

to be able to spend more quality time in my train room this year - trying to scenic the layout. Last year was essentially

1/20/2016 10:17 PM

a write off for family matters
3

Enjoy trains with my family. Try to get to a York, PA show. Win the tickets to the KC Convention!

1/20/2016 8:50 PM

4

I finally got TMCC to work with my TMCC locos. Now to get it to work the non TMCC stuff. Working. Will continue to
add small details to my layout and make a few minor changes.

1/12/2016 9:18 PM

5

I have too much stuff. Resolution for 2016: If a buy something I gotta SELL something.

1/10/2016 6:25 PM

6

To attend the convention in July.. We are taking Amtrak from Fl to Kansas City..Start small and build a full time layout.

1/8/2016 11:50 AM

7

Finally start that new layout.

1/3/2016 10:02 PM

8

I am designing a new retirement home. I want a smaller footprint with a dedicated space for my future layout. I am
planning ahead for my once in a lifetime dream.

1/3/2016 4:22 PM

9

I resolve (actually, I'm not sure that I'm resolving as much as hoping) to complete the scenery on the level, town-and-

1/1/2016 12:41 PM

country portion of my layout so that I can start building up my courage to start on the mountain portion in 2017!
Completing the town part would be a whole lot easier if I could find a better variety of suburban homes, either built up
or as kits, on the market. Even including Lionel, MTH and Model Power, there don't seem to be many houses
available; commercial structures are plentiful but where do their proprietors, employees and customers LIVE? Oh yes,
I also resolve to keep experimenting with a Lionel IR detector to try to achieve greater dependability; my older ones all
work flawlessly, the redesigned new ones not so well.
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Q2 Please let us know the nature of your
train club affiliation. (This question allows
multiple answers so that you can select the
last answer regardless of your other
selections.)
Answered: 13

Skipped: 0
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100.00%
13

I'm a current member of the Lionel Collectors Club of America (LCCA).
I'm NOT a member of LCCA but I AM a member of one or more of the other national train clubs (such as TCA, TTOS, LOTS, etc.)

0.00%

0

I'm NOT a member of any national train club but I AM a member of an organized local club.

0.00%

0

I'm a lone wolf hobbyist and am not a member of any organized train club at all.

0.00%

0

As soon as I click "Done" at the end of this TRAIN TALK session and go to the LCCA home page, I'm joining the club or renewing my membership
today!

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 13

#

None of the above choices accurately describes my club affiliation so I'm explaining my status here:
There are no responses.
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